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Despite living in various parts of the country 
earlier in their married life, David and Lucy Ball 
always had a strong pull to their native West 
Country and were drawn to the Blackdown Hills 
in Devon where they have lived since 2000. 

Now both in their mid-60s with three daughters and seven 
grandchildren, the couple are keen walkers and enjoy the 
social life associated with living in a thriving rural area. 

However, six years ago they came to the realisation that 
they should consider moving from their large period home 
to something more manageable. They had just helped 
David’s parents move from a high maintenance bungalow 
on a sloping site to a smaller property – a decision, they 
concede, that should have been made 10 years earlier. 

“It prompted us to think that if we were going to downsize 
it should be well in advance of us running out of steam,” David 
explains. “We discussed the options of where we would like to 
live if we downsized, and concluded that the Ashculme Valley 
near Hemyock, where we already live, would be our first choice.” 
Given that there are barely 20 properties in the valley, occupied 
by well-established neighbours, this seemed an unlikely option.

IN BRIEF 
PROJECT 
New build in Devon

FINANCE 
COST Total spend about 
£630,000, including 
plot purchase. 
WORTH £650,000+

New build
CASE STUDY

Oak and 
THATCH 
David and Lucy Ball have built a new 
oak-framed house with a traditional 
thatched roof just across the road 
from their old home in Devon.
STORY: ROSS STOKES   PICTURES: CHRISTOPHER JONES

EXTERIOR
The Balls’ new 
house combines 
a traditional oak 
frame with SIPs 
under a thatch 
roof. The exterior 
is clad in render 
and cedar. 
The glazed 
oak-framed 
garden room 
has a slate roof.  
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But Lady Luck was to play her part. Lucy arrived home 
one day in February 2012 to find a For Sale sign outside 
the bungalow almost directly opposite their house. The 
two-bedroom 1930s dwelling has better views and is 
sited on a smaller plot. And unlike their own two-acre 
property, the garden is not divided by the lane. 

“We rang the owner, whom we knew slightly, to arrange 
a viewing on a Sunday morning,” Lucy recalls. “David 
and I came away thinking  that this could be the plot, 
and after mulling it over at lunchtime we made an offer, 
subject to us being able to sell our own property.”

The offer was accepted and the Ballls put their pretty, four-
bedroom 16th century thatched house on the market two weeks 
later and found a buyer within days. By August, the sale had 
gone through, releasing the capital to pay for the bungalow. A 
critical factor in the deal was establishing that the local planners 
would allow the bungalow to be extended or demolished, 
and this was confirmed before contracts were exchanged.

KITCHEN
The family now spends most of their time in the open-plan 
kitchen/dining/living room. Engineered oak flooring 
has been laid throughout, with underfloor heating 
downstairs, and the new lighting, heating and music 
systems can all be controlled from iPads or phones.

KITCHEN/ 
DINING 
The fully-fitted 
kitchen was 
sourced from 
Wickes. A mobile 
island separates 
it from the dining 
area providing 
two separate 
areas of around 
four metres 
square. Travertine 
tiles have been 
laid on the floor. 
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Homes New Build

David and Lucy decided to live in the bungalow for several 
months while they got to know the site. The significant 
one-in-eight slope, drainage, soil (clay-with-flints), aspect, 
and sun and shade were all factors for the Balls to consider 
with their replacement dwelling. It also gave them time to 
research materials, design and construction methods. 

“Our principal requirements were for a home that had a 
traditional look, lots of natural light, and low energy consumption,” 
explains David. “We wanted three bedrooms, a large kitchen/
dining area and sitting room, a garden room and a utility to 
include space for two dogs.” There was also a requirement for a 
study to provide an office as the couple both work from home.

“We didn’t give much thought in the early stages to the 
landscape of the whole plot – it was largely unmanaged grass 
with one old apple tree, no garden to speak of, and a rendered 
stone shed and large wooden kennel buildings,” says Lucy, a 
keen gardener. “We felt our ideas for the land around the new 
build would evolve and develop as the building progressed.” 

Like their previous home, David and Lucy wanted their 
new roof to be thatch, and had a preference for an oak-
frame structure if possible. “We both like the look, feel and 
smell of oak and the fact that it is a renewable material,” 
says David, who runs his own antique furniture restoration 
business. “We were also keen to have a home that didn’t 
cripple us to run when we eventually retire,” adds Lucy.

The couple spent a productive day at the SelfBuild & 
Design  Show at Westpoint near Exeter that September 
where they met John Bryant of Eco Architectural – a 
father and son partnership specialising in building 
projects with a focus on environmental credentials. 

John and his father, Mike, subsequently spent half a day 
on site talking through the couple’s plans and ideas, and 
listening to their hopes and fears surrounding a new build 
that they were keen to project manage themselves. 

“Eco Architectural is skilled in dealing with planning 
authorities and Building Regulation sections, easily contactable 
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PROJECT
Architect Eco Architectural: 
ecoarchitectural.co.uk 
Building warranty Self-build 
Zone: selfbuildzone.com 
Builders Dave Lee Builders: 
daveleebuilders.co.uk 
STRUCTURE
Oak frame Oak Apple Frames: 
oakappleframes.co.uk 
Oak sandblasting Alberny 
Sandblasting: alberny.co.uk
SIPs Glosford SIPs: glosfordsips.co.uk 
Thatcher Carl Ward: carlwardthatching.co.uk
Slate roofer  Steve Broomfield: 01823 680939 
FIXTURES & FITTINGS 
Dale Windows Clearwood UK
Glazing (conservatory & screens) All 
Glass & Glazing: allglass-glazing.co.uk
Air Source Heat Pump/
underfloor heating/PVs GD 
Electrical & Solar: gdelectrical.org 
Electrician: ST Electrical: 
stelectricalcontractors.co.uk 
Main stair chandelier Nigel 
Tyas: nigeltyas.co.uk
Wall lights and pendant lights 
Jim Lawrence: jim-lawrence.co.uk 
Doors & Windows: Niall 
MacAreavey  07734 423736
Staircase: Richard Bradbeer, Bradbeer 
Joinery 01823 666155 or 07969229909

CONTACTS

THE SPEC
FOUNDATIONS: Block and beam with reinforced 
pads for each 8” x 8” oak frame upright. 
STRUCTURE: Oak frame wrapped externally with 
145mm SIPs to which was attached a 100mm 
concrete block and rendered outer layer. 
CLADDING: Cement render was applied 
conventionally and then raked over with a spiked 
float to give a cob-like appearance. All external 
corners were rounded with an approximate radius 
of 30cm providing a total wall thickness of 35cm 
allowing for reasonably deep internal window sills. 
The front and side of the front gable 
is clad with English cedar. 
ROOF: The roof is thatched with water reed 
over a fireproof board between SIP and 
thatch. The garden room roof is slated over 
150mm Celotex, with two Fakro roof lights. 
GUTTERING: Cast- iron rainwater goods.
DOORS AND WINDOWS: Timber casement 
windows and fully-glazed doors supplied pre-
glazed and painted including internal window 
boards. All glazing screens within air-dried oak 
frames were glazed with 4mm low-iron glass 
externally, 16mm warm-edge cavity with argon 
gas, Planitherm Total + low-e glass internally.
GROUND FLOOR: 60mm Jablite plus 80mm 
Celotex Plus over block and beam. 80mm 
screed, with underfloor heating pipework 
laid between Celotex and screed. 
EXTERNAL WALLS: 145mm SIPs with a 
50mm air gap and a single skin of blocks 
tied to the SIPs and cement rendered.  
AIR TIGHTNESS:  5.57cum/hour/sqm 
(Building Regs. requires 10cum/hour/sqm). 
EPC: B (86). 

The Balls’ Top Tips
1. A pre-application meeting 
with the planners was the 
most effective 15 minutes we 
spent on the project, as it gave 
us a clear view of what they 
would look favourably on. 
2. Our two visits to The Self 
Build and Design Show were 
invaluable for comparing products 
and making industry contacts 
to get first-hand information 
on the whole process.
3. Get two or three builders 
to tender for the work as 
you and they then have 
an agreed reference point 
from which to work.
4. Keep a running schedule of 
any expenditure including VAT 
with original receipts for kitchen 
units, tiles, paint, timber etc; It 
makes a very useful savings plan 
as you can make one VAT claim 
when building is complete – ours 
was worth more than £9,000.
5. Live on site for a while 
if possible to be clear 
about the shady bits, wet 
bits, sunny bits, etc.
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Shortlands, Ashculme, Hemyock,
Devon Mr & Mrs Ball

New Build Oak Frame
Dwelling

THE FLOORPLAN
Double doors open off 
the entrance hall into the 
living room and adjoining 
garden room to one side 
and the large kitchen/
dining area to the other. 
The latter has double 
doors opening onto the 
front terrace, with views 
over the surrounding 
countryside. Upstairs, 
there are two bedrooms, 
and a master bedroom 
with en suite, and an 
office. Front and rear 
store rooms are located 
under a catslide roof.
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and was very willing to adapt our design through much 
iteration. They were also able to advise on seeking tenders 
for the build, which proved invaluable,” says David.

Approval was duly granted for an oak-framed, two-storey house 
wrapped in 145mm structurally insulated panels (SIPs), faced 
with a single block and cavity outer skin, under a thatched roof. 

Five builders were invited to tender.  “One decided it wasn’t his 
type of build, one said he was interested, but we never heard from 
him again, and one agreed with everything we said and arrived 
with a marketing manager, a sales manager and a project manager 
to whom we said ‘no thanks!’ as we didn’t want to pay for all those 
collars and ties before we paid for the trowel,” laughs David. “We 
chose the cheaper of the other two who had quoted principally 
because our oak-framer had worked successfully with him before.” 

The Balls decided to split their tender into two phases: 
demolition and groundwork as one contract, and construction 
of the new house as the second. This would allow them 
to change builders if the first contract didn’t go well. As it 
happened, they made a good choice in Dave Lee Building 
Contractors. “Dave worked so well with us and was willing to 
offer advice when aspects of our project management skills 
approached the edge of our competence,” David recalls. “He 
would always look for solutions rather than problems.” 

David and Lucy appointed their own sub-contractors to 
undertake the various other aspects of the build,  including 
the oak frame, thatch roof, SIPs installation and scaffolding, 
as well as the electrics, heating and plumbing. 

“We both like the look, feel and 
smell of oak and the fact that 
it is a renewable material.” 

Homes New build

STAIRS
A galleried landing 
surrounds the 
stairwell and leads 
to three double 
bedrooms, an en 
suite, study and the 
main bathroom. 
There is no attic as 
each upstairs room 
is open to the oak 
ridge with vaulted 
ceilings. Storage 
space is provided 
beneath two 
cat-slide thatched 
roof areas, front 
and rear.
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Homes New Build

Early on the couple decided to move off site and 
rented a friend’s cottage less than two miles away. 

The first action on site was to demolish the extensive 
wooden kennels and build a new workshop for David’s 
business. With water, electrics and a phone line installed, 
the workshop became the site office, and a small stone shed, 
which pre-dated the bungalow, was retained to house water 
treatment equipment and a pump for their spring water 
supply, a wc and small water heater, two cats and a fridge.

The bungalow was demolished in September 2013 so that 
construction of the new home could begin, starting with the 
groundworks. A few months later, the site was dramatically 
transformed in a single weekend when a 30-tonne crane 
lifted the pre-constructed oak frame sections into place 
and the framing team knocked home all the oak pegs and 
topped out the ridge with the traditional oak sprig. 

“It was quite an emotional moment,” David recalls. 
The site had instantly morphed from a concrete slab 
into the well-defined outline of their new home.

“As we are both self-employed it was not too difficult to balance 
project management and on-site work with our commitments 

to customers,” recalls Lucy, describing the 10-month build. 
“David was on site every day in his workshop and consequently 
available in the event of any queries from contractors.”

David and Lucy were prepared to tackle some of the work 
themselves and one of their most gruelling tasks was applying 
Danish oil to the newly sand-blasted oak beams, then wrapping 
them in polythene to protect them from wet plaster splashes. 
Keen to make use of the plasterers’ scaffolding before it was 
taken down, the Balls also tackled the decorating – painting 
the walls and vaulted ceilings from top to bottom.

In July 2014 David and Lucy moved into their new home 
which was still not complete but habitable. Over the next six 
months they took on many of the remaining jobs – tiling the 
ground floor kitchen/dining room and utility area and upstairs 
bathrooms, laying engineered oak flooring in the ground floor 
hall, cloakroom and sitting room, and making, fitting and 
treating the 11 oak plank doors. They also fitted the kitchen, 
carpeted the upstairs, and hung the curtains and blinds.

David and Lucy had originally intended to have a log-burner in 
their lounge, but when the Thatching Advisory Service, Building 
Control and HETAS couldn’t agree on the chimney spec they 

GARDEN 
AND LIVING 
ROOMS
The garden 
room off the 
sitting room is 
glazed on three 
sides of the oak 
frame and has a 
terracotta tiled 
floor. Engineered 
oak boards have 
been laid in the 
sitting room, 
hall, cloakroom.
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Final word
WHAT WAS THE HIGH POINT OF YOUR PROJECT?
The weekend when the oak frame rose from the concrete floor 
pad to define the outline of our new home. We most enjoyed 
the finishing off from within after having moved into our new 
home and reclaimed it from the dust and grit of the build. Also 
creating the garden and surrounding hard and soft landscape.
AND THE LOW POINT?
Probably the hours spent wrapping all of the internally 
exposed oak beams in polythene prior to plastering, only 
to find that masking tape doesn’t stick very well to rough 
oak surfaces that have been treated with Danish oil.
WHAT WAS YOUR GREATEST EXTRAVAGANCE?
Our second-hand four-oven electric Aga which runs off 
Economy 7. At £7000 it was also our best buy as it was 
completely refurbished, guaranteed, VAT free and our suppliers 
agreed to store it for 12 months after purchasing.
HAVE YOU ADDED ANYTHING SINCE MOVING IN?
We have retro-fitted an electric oven beneath the worktop so that 
we can switch the Aga off for six months – otherwise the house gets 
too hot. Also, as thatch has no gutters the angle of the roof over the 
rear catslide meant getting a wet neck when entering and leaving the 
back door so we have added an open-fronted rear porch with an oak 
corner post and slates and guttering to match the garden room.

The wow factor
“Outside it’s the view; 
inside it’s the space, light 
and warmth – plus the 
hall, stairs and landing 
open to the eight inch oak ridge beam.” 

decided to abandon the idea so that their thatcher could press 
on with the roof. “This saved us a couple of thousand pounds, 
though we have now installed an electric log-burner because 
we couldn’t face a blank wall in the sitting room,” says Lucy.

The decision to install an air source heat pump was another 
source of irritation. To comply with the Renewable Heat 
Initiative, which guarantees them £240 quarterly payments 
for seven years (see panel), each bedroom had to be fitted 
with a heat emitter despite the fact that a MVHR circulates 
warm air to all rooms. The radiators have never been used.

These were relatively minor setbacks though, and the 
Balls have enjoyed their self-build experience, particularly 
working with their builder and other contractors, as 
well as their architect, and Building Control. 

As they are both still working  – Lucy owns a consultancy 
specialising in destination marketing and town centre 
management – the Balls always planned to fund any 
contingency for finishing off and landscaping with their 
regular income, and have managed to complete 90 per cent 
of their project less than three years after moving in.

They have planted borders near the house, along with a fruit 
and vegetable garden towards the bottom of the slope, with 
a grass paddock of nearly three-quarters of an acre used for 
fattening the odd lamb to keep the grass down and to supplement 
their freezer. They also have a few hens for eggs, a pair of geese 
to help keep the grass down and act as guard dogs, and a pond. 

UPSTAIRS
Large, fixed, 
glazed triangular 
windows high 
up in each gable 
throw additional 
light into the 
master bedroom, 
back bedroom 
and study

GARDEN
New borders have 
been planted 
on three sides 
of the house, 
with a fruit and 
vegetable area 
at the bottom 
of the slope..

Running costs
The property is all-electric with a four-oven electric Aga, air source heat 
pump, mechanical ventilation with heat recovery (MVHR), greenhouse 
heater, and three electric radiators in David’s 48ft by 20ft workshop. The 
Balls pay £162 per month to Places For People’s Energy, but receive £79.93 
per month as RHI payments for their air source heat pump under a seven 
year agreement. They also receive £50 per month for their domestic 
photovoltaic array under a 20-year Feed-in Tariff agreement. This makes 
for a total energy bill of around £32 per month or £384 per year.

Life in their new home has lived up to expectations, providing 
an appealing period-style house that offers the light, space and 
warmth they wanted, and takes advantage of the countryside 
views. Most importantly, it is easy to maintain and economical to 
run. “We are just so delighted to have found the right combination 
of architect and builder to achieve a quality new build with a 
traditional look,” says Lucy who, along with David, is looking 
forward to a comfortable care-free future in their retirement.

Homes New Build


